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By Tess Sharpe

Grand Central Publishing, 2018. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. A
major new talent . . . promises to be one of the best books of 2018. -- Kirkus Reviews (STARRED
REVIEW) Terrific.BARBED WIRE HEART pulls off something rare. --Chicago Tribune From powerful
new voice in suspense fiction comes the unforgettable story of a young woman facing the most
difficult choice of her life: family loyalty, or freedom. Set in an evocative rural landscape a la Hillbilly
Elegy and with sharp insight reminiscent of Daniel Woodrell (Winter s Bone), Wiley Cash (A Land
More Kind than Home), Karen Dionne (The Marsh King s Daughter) or Lisa Wingate (Before We Were
Yours), Tess Sharpe s debut BARBED WIRE HEART is a breathtaking ballad of survival sung by a voice
you ll never forget (David Joy). Never cut the drugs--leave them pure. Guns are meant to be shot--
keep them loaded. Family is everything--betray them and die. Harley McKenna is the only child of
North County s biggest criminal. Duke McKenna s run more guns, cooked more meth, and killed
more men than anyone around. Harley s been working for him since she was sixteen--collecting
debts, sweet-talking her way out...
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely and valuable. I am just very easily
will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you know that here is the greatest book
we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Marge Jerde-- Miss Marge Jerde
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